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Name of the
Tool

Christian Classics Ethereal Library

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.ccel.org/

Subjects

Christian literature-- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Calvin College

Brief History
CCEL is a volunteer-based project founded and directed by Harry Plantinga, a
professor of computer science at Calvin College. It was initiated at Wheaton college in
1993 and is currently supported by Calvin College. CCEL is funded by advertisements,
sales of cd-roms (available since 1997), sales of some books not freely downloadable,
and individual gifts. Calvin College has also provided them with space, network access,
and significant financial support. As of 2006, the library was recording about 200,000
page views per day and providing about 2 TB of information (equivalent to over a
million books) in a month. A 2002 reviewer acknowledged that while the site is
"intended to be a basic online theological library," it was actually much more valuable
than that: it is "a treasure of primary sources for anyone teaching Western Civilization

or more specialized courses in medieval or Reformation history." They also specifically
noted that the ability to search the music "for specific note patterns" was valuable to
musicologists. As of 2005, the primary users of the library fell into three main
categories. These are university professors and their students using texts from the
library as required reading without running up the students' bill for textbooks, people
preparing sermons and Bible studies, and those reading for individual edification.

Scope and
Coverage

This handbook covers following subject areas:

Under this above subjects the titles are included.

Kind of
Information

The Christian Classics Ethereal Library is a digital library of hundreds of classic
Christian books selected for edification and education. The online www.ccel.org server
reaches several million different users each year. This hand book provides following
information about a particular book:






Summary of that book;
Screen shot of the book cover;
Popularity percentage;
Availabilities of formats by which the book can be browsed;
About the author of the book, like his or her works, biography.

Example:
The book named “ Absolute Surrender” gives following information:
 Summary of that book
Under the Summary heading it includes the content of the book.
 Screen shot of the book cover

 Popularity percentage
The entry provides popularity information by following way:

 Availabilities of formats by which the book can be browsed
The full text of the book can be read online, read on mobile devices, can be
downloaded or listen its audio formats. The following screen shot gives the
details:

 About the author of the book, like his or her works, biography
The author of this book is Andrew Murray. This hand book provides a separate
page on that author to give biographical information. Also the popular works
of that author are mentioned. These are With Christ in the School of Prayer,
True Vine: Meditations for a Month on John 15:1-16, Two Covenants, Deeper
Christian Life. All these works or books are linked to the separate pages of this
hand books.

Special
Features

 CCEL texts are stored in our own Theological Markup Language, which is an
XML application. Texts are converted automatically into other formats such as
HTML or PDF.
 People are spending more time reading from computer screens and less time
from paper. However, if you wish to read from paper, the PDF format prints

nicely on 8.5x11 paper.
 This handbook offers bibliographic browser. One can browse its resources by
author, title and priority. The following screen shot shows that :

 In this handbook, there are CCEL audio CDs which one can parches.
 The CCEL iPhone apps bring the Bible and a selection of books from the Christian
Classics Ethereal Library to the palm of users hand. Following apps are available:



CCEL stores texts in Theological Markup Language (ThML) format and
automatically converts them into other formats such as HTML or Portable
Document Format (PDF). Although they use mainly Public Domain texts, they
claim copyright on all their formatting. Users must log in to their website to
download all formatted versions of the text. There is a list of available formats
on each book's information page. These are:

Amazon Kindle, ePub (epub), Microsoft Reader (lit), Microsoft Word
Document (doc), MP3 Audio (mp3), Page Images (png, png-hires), Palm
Docbook (pdb), Plain Text File (txt), Portable Document Format (pdf), Rich
Text Format (rtf), Theological Markup Language (ThML).

Arrangement The browse option is given at the top side of the home page. The resources can be
browsed by title, author, format, language and subject. Under each parameter the
Pattern
entries are arranged alphabetically. One can reach to a particular letter. For this purpose
A to Z alphabets are displayed.

Remarks
This handbook is a compilation of miscellaneous information on Christian scripture
and literature texts. The researchers can use this handbook to search the books related
to the subjects with full text. The hand book offers user friendly formats to access the
books.

Comparable
Tools

 The Bible hand-book: an introduction to the study of Sacred Scripture.
(
http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupid?key=ha100134291)
 The Oxford Handbook of the Reception History of the Bible
(http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199204540.001.
0001/oxfordhb-9780199204540)
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